Formation of the CRS2-CAF2 group II intron splicing complex is mediated by a 22-amino acid motif in the COOH-terminal region of CAF2.
CRS2-associated factors 1 and 2 (CAF1 and CAF2) are closely related proteins that function in concert with chloroplast RNA splicing 2 (CRS2) to promote the splicing of specific sets of group II introns in maize chloroplasts. The CRS2-CAF complexes bind tightly to their cognate group II introns in vivo, with the CAF subunit determining the intron specificity of the complex. In this work we show that the CRS2-CAF complexes are stable in the absence of their intron targets and that CRS2 binds a 22 amino acid motif in the COOH-terminal region of CAF2 that is conserved in CAF1. Yeast two-hybrid assays and co-fractionation studies using recombinant proteins show that this motif is both necessary and sufficient to bind CRS2. The 22-amino acid motif is predicted to form an amphipathic helix whose hydrophobic surface is conserved between CAF1 and CAF2. We propose that this surface binds the hydrophobic patch on the surface of CRS2 previously shown to be necessary for the interaction between CRS2 and CAF2.